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Gammalux Lighting Systems is all
about projects. Collectively, the
members of our design,
engineering and production teams
have accumulated more than a
century of experience in
developing and executing
common-sense solutions to design
challenges on projects of all sizes.
That wealth of experience has
been drawn upon for thousands of
successful installations across the
globe, enhancing the built
environment with quality lighting
and dynamic aesthetics.
We thank you for considering
Gammalux as your partner.
Whether you'd like to implement
an idea similar to those in this
brochure or you have been
inspired to create in a new
direction, we're ready to assist.
We enjoy working with design and
construction professionals,
developing solutions to meet
simple or complex needs.

Architectural Integration

At the core of our capabilities is Architectural Integration. We meet the challenges of providing quality illumination
while building the luminaire to fit into the architecture, becoming part of the overall design concept.
Product used:

Other options:

Click or scan this QR code to access the online
version of this brochure, complete with product
links throughout.
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3” aperture
GB34RC2-LED-LENS

Access any product by clicking the product image or typing the SKU into the Search box on the Gammalux website.

Complex Installations

Working closely with the installer, we build to exact field dimensions for an impeccable fit. When required, we can
provide a mockup housing to assist the installer to set the field conditions properly prior to fixture arrival.

Reputations are built by professionals who provide unique value to their clients. Gammalux is an ideal partner for
special projects because of our ability to modify standard products to create a signature look and feel in the space.

Product used:

Product used:

Other options:

Other options:

2” x 4” bidirectional 4” x 5” bidirectional 6” x 6” bidirectional

2” x 2” indirect

GB24B2-LED-LENS

GX3D22U2-LED-LENS3D GX3D24B2-LED-LENS3D GB35D2PE-LED-LENS

GB45B2-LED-LENS

GB66B2-LED-LENS

3” x 5” bidirectional

3” x 4” direct with 3D Lens and Profile End

GB35B2-LED-LENS

GX3D34D2-LED-LENS3D

Access any product by clicking the product image or typing the SKU into the Search box on the Gammalux website.

2” x 4” bidirectional 3” x 5” direct

General Illumination

Choices

Premium Wood Finish

Quality general illumination is important for the comfort and well-being of building occupants. Well-designed
products should enhance the look and feel of the space. Gammalux products meet both needs.
Product used:

Other options:

Archway

Round Series

Wall Washer

Perimeter Series

Integrated point source lamping

Specialty Ceiling Integration

Legato

3” x 5” bidirectional
GB35B2-LED-LENS

Access any product by clicking the product image or typing the SKU into the Search box on the Gammalux website.

